Good day fellow members, we have had quite a few people interested in joining the club this month, we can certainly do with some new blood. Next month the meeting will be held on Saturday afternoon at the Stuart railway Diesel Shed. The meeting should start around 4pm followed by a look over the shed and a sausage sizzel with the shed crew.

I should have sent the renewal application forms last month, a bit of an oversight. Anyway once again we ask you to study the attached rules then sign and return the front page with your fee before the 30th of June. This allows the secretary send all the fees to our insurer NHMA in a lump sum, so that we receive our insurance cards on time.

On the 15th of last month, Merve, Russell, Richard, Ian and myself went to Ayr to display at Plantation Creek. The spot was even better than last year as we had the creek running behind us. This year we set up behind the Burdekin clubs fence, unfortunately I think the number of people were down on last year.

Merve, Ian M, Brian, Rod and myself went along to the Holy Spirit School, although we had a good spot at one of the entrances it was spoilt by having the lights behind us.

For sale - Reconditioned caravan & camping fridges
All fridges sold with warranty Ph (07) 47798999
WANTED
Sell—Buy—Swap—Info

Wanted Your stories
Contact Keith Hendrick on 47888551 or mail to
23 Flagstone Av Rangewood
Thuringowa 4817

For Sale Large quantity of 4” x 2” timber suitable for engine chassis.
$25

3HP air cooled Southern Cross engine.
$300

Complete Howard Junior Rotary Hoe with another Howard Junior less the engine. Both for.
$250.

Contact George Nutt of 23 Gregory st Condon.
Ph 47731160

Wanted cast iron hopper lid for 2 1/4 hp moffit virtue V3
24 tooth maggy gear for 4hp sundail
Contact Paul Dalzilio on 40685358

Small number of YB/YC Southern Cross engine parts for sale
Trevor Larkin, 4 Opal St, Mt Isa, 4825

Wanted Cylinder for a Southern Cross ET-B 2.5 hp Diesel
Contact Roger Paul on 47888940

We had a good view of the machines the public on the other side of the fence only saw silhouettes. We still enjoyed our selves, Merve kept us entertained with his demonstration of breaking a chair.

Several of our club members took up Tom and Jan's invitation to visit Toms Toy Box. The club wishes to thank Tom and Jan for their hospitality on the day, the club for the sausage sizzle dinner and Alf for a visit to his place and afternoon tea.

The Atherton Trip continued
As we left Atherton Sunday morning to take the cars over to

Engines lined up at Plantation creek

Ravenshoe the sun came out and it looked like being a good day, but by the time we reached Ravenshoe it was overcast with rain about. Ian And I put our cars on the line and headed for Tomoulin while the others were checking out the markets and getting their cars ready.

My car went perfectly, after playing up the previous day, we were almost to Tomoulin when we had to stop for a fence so we decided to run back to Ravenshoe travelling backwards. Even though the M15 doesn't have a good air flow over the radiator in reverse, the car ran well and did not get hot. With the fence sorted we left again with Malcolm and John in the lead then myself then Ian and his family.

We pulled up at Tomoulin and while Ian waited for the others Malcolm John and myself headed off to clear the way as the line is not used after Tomoulin. Malcolm's car is the big ST2 and had no trouble travelling through the long grass, mine being small had trouble in the long grass and eventually got bogged in the grass.

At times I could just see Malcolm up ahead,
For all your insulating requirements on roofs, mobile homes, caravans etc see the new space age Thermashield from Jesse’s Quality Paints - Your One Stop Paint Store - 14 Carlton St Kir-
well not Malcolm but John as he was standing up at the front looking for the line. The photo last month showed Malcolm clearing some trees growing through the line.

Malcolm was getting further away and I was getting slower, eventually the belt just slipped so I stopped and waited for the others to catch up. We decided to turn around and head back as we had to be home before the steam train left to do its run. I got Malcolm to push me back to Tomoulin then detached and motored back to Ravenshoe under my own steam.

After dinner we headed back to Herberton and put the cars on the line for a trip down the range. I had John and Merve on board and it was soon evident that the little car did not like the load. The water fall was spectacular with plenty of water flowing over the cliff, the photo does not do it justice. On the return trip my car could not handle the load, as soon as the revs dropped the bottom would fall out of the power. Tom had a bigger pulley fitted to his M15 and he had no trouble, I’ll be looking at doing the same. I then hooked up to Jim Phillips car and he pushed me up the range.

The trip to Atherton was rounded off by going out for tea that night and enjoying a good meal, with entertainment provided by Tom and his circus juggling act with the butter until he dropped it face down on the table.

Tom Moody from the Burdekin came from Cardwell towing his section car, he is over 90 and is quite a remarkable man, unfortunately he got sick and was taken to the hospital at Atherton where he spent some time. I hope he is alright now. Anyway John Moody (no relation) drove his car and M15 back to Cardwell for him. Keith
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